
 

EUROPEAN SLED DOG RACING ASSOCIATION 

DID - Driver Identification Number 
General information & registration 

 

Driver Identification Numbers (DIDs) will be allocated by ESDRA to identify individual drivers 
for the Europa Cup and the European Championships. 
Every driver participating in an ESDRA sanctioned race and holding a valid DID will receive 
ESDRA Cup points. Drivers without a valid DID may participate in sanctioned races, but will not 
receive cup points. (The publication of DIDs will not have retroactive effect!) 

In the European Championships the DID will be obligatory for entering a driver. 

Registration: 

Drivers have to be registered for DIDs by their member federations. As soon as the necessary 
information for the driver is submitted in the required format and as soon as the fee of € 17,- 
per DID is received on ESDRA’s bank account (free of charge for the receiver), the DID will be 
published on the ESDRA homepage and valid for the season. ESDRA will not issue invoices for 
DIDs. 

Please be aware, the DID’s submitted after 15th of December will cost 17 Euros + an 
additional 8-Euro late registration fee 
After the 25th of January  the registration is closed. 

ESDRA’s bank account (in €): Zürcher Kantonalbank, Bahnhofstr.12, CH-8712 Stäfa 
Account no.: 1304-00005.134, Bankcode: 007005, IBAN: CH54 0070 0130 4000 0513 4, 
SWIFT: ZKBKCHZZ80A 

Registration format: 
To enable the correct registration of drivers the following information shall be submitted by the 
member federation’s liaison by email to sports@esdra.net in Microsoft Word format. 

DID: country’s international postal code*, followed by a dot, followed by a number 
selected by the member federation with a maximum of  10 digits (for example: 
NO.002 or CH.0511440105 or FR.0003010170) 

 *Note: ESDRA has attributed a specific code for TCE and Kamschatka. 
surname: family name in normal typewriting, initial capitals only 
 (for example: Doe, not: DOE) 

first name: a maximum of 2 Christian names in normal typewriting, initial capitals only 
 (for example: John, not: JOHN) 

sex/gender: M for masculine or F for feminine 

date of birth: formatted yyyy/mm/dd - only the year of birth will be published 
 (for example: 2003/12/15) 

nationality: same abbreviation as the country’s international Post code 

A separate line for every driver shall be used and the information in every line (DID, name, 
first name, sex, date of birth and nationality) shall be separated by single tab stops, like: 

FR.00148 Doe John M 1950/02/15 FR 
DK.00401300 Doe Jane F 1985/11/05 DK 

Remember: The same time the driver’s data is submitted, the fee(s) shall be transferred to 
ESDRA’s bank account. 

General remarks: 
It is up to every federation how often and how many drivers they will register. But it will be 
wise whenever possible to register all drivers needing a DID at the beginning of the season 
and to transfer the DID fees with the membership fee. Every time DID registration fees are 
transferred; it will mean bank charges to pay. Registering a single driver will cause additional 
bank charges higher than the fee for the DID! 
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